
FAST PROTOTYPE PRODUCTION
CHALLENGE US!
We accelerate your iterative development processes 
through fast and fl exible prototype availability.

www.bmkyourproto.de

#BMKyourproto

There comes a time

when we make 

a difference!

Digital Supply Chain
Digital API interfaces with access to global inven-
tories

BMKyourproto - Portal
Interactive digtial online portal
www.bmkyourproto.de

Everything from a single source
Prototype production, sample production and 
series production

Fast
Fast quoting, delivery time up to 7 working days

 Delivery time: 7 working days incl. material procu-
 rement

 Quantity: Up to approx. 20 pieces *

 Manufacturing processes: SMT, THT *

 Max. number of components: Up to 10,000 parts 
 per order *
 Smallest component size: 0201

 PCB key data *:
 30 mm x 15 mm - 450 mm x 290 mm

 Material TG 135 & TG 150, number of layers: 1-8

 Surface ENIG and HAL lead-free

Various additional services
AOI, Environmental analysis (RoHS / Reach), Life cycle
analysis, DFM report, X-ray and micrograph analysis,
3D printing of housings and mechanical parts

THE FAST PROTOTYPE 
SERVICE FOR DEMANDING 
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
 More than 25 years of experience in electronics

 industry with new successful product launches 

 every day

 An independent, dedicated team and specialized

 processes ensure fast and reliable production of 

 your urgent prototypes

 Direct transfer from prototyping to serial production 

 with BMK’s know-how in industrialization and sup-

 ply chain management

 Access to a comprehensive BMK electronic parts

 inventory and a direct digital API connection to our

 global suppliers

 Effi cient preparation of order data

 Signifi cant reduction in lead time, 

 no time-consuming feedback loops

 in the clarifi cation phase

FACTS & FIGURES (* = more after consultation)

OUR INTERACTIVE ONLINE PORTAL
BMKYOURPROTO - PORTAL

offers direct access to component availability, delivery 
times and an instant quote. 
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